I. Jail Bob Mueller

To Crush the Assault
On the Presidency
by Barbara Boyd
Dec. 16—The past week saw the first widespread expothe coup against Trump being played by the Anglosure of the corrupt use of federal agencies, particularly
American intelligence network. The same network also
the FBI, in the “palace coup” aspects of the ongoing atsaw prominent “action” in the British-led, Obama-imtempt to topple President Trump. As sordid as the acplemented, 2013-2014 coup d’état in Ukraine. This is
tions of a James Comey-led cabal of FBI agents have
not an accident. We also detail the desperate and crazed
been revealed to be, if those involved in insurrection are
intervention of former President Barack Obama’s intelto be fully exposed and prosecuted, Congress must dig
ligence chiefs in a bogus lawsuit presently pending in
deeper.
U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C., against the
If the American people are to rally
to the President’s side, they need a
better understanding of the motives
for the attempted coup against Trump.
They also must see fundamental economic progress, which, if it happens,
will finally deal the ongoing coup attempt a fatal blow.
That is why LaRouche PAC has
set a deadline of the President’s
State of the Union address on
Jan. 30, 2018, to end this coup
attempt, to secure U.S. participation in China’s great One Belt
One Road project, and to see
Lyndon LaRouche’s Four Laws
for the economic recovery of
the United States introduced as
a national legislative program.
In this article, we expand
and update materials first set out
in the EIR Special Report,
”Robert Mueller is an Amoral
Legal Assassin; He Will Do His
FBI
U.S. Army/Sgt. Amanda Moncada
Job If You Let Him.” Here we
Some of the cabal of officials and former officials Special Counsel Robert Mueller (above)
provide further evidence of the is using in his campaign to topple President Trump: (left to right) Andrew McCabe, Deputy
British origins of the coup, by Director of the FBI, Nellie Ohr, formerly of the CIA, and Bruce Ohr, Deputy Associate
highlighting the central role in Attorney General at the Department of Justice.
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Trump Campaign and Roger Stone.
This intervention, aimed at intimidating a sitting U.S. District Court
Judge, was and is designed to resurrect the Russiagate narrative which
has been uniformly rejected by the
American public. Keeping this
insane narrative going is central to
continuing Robert Mueller’s Special
Counsel investigation, which rests
on highly dubious legal foundations.

ficials. Page writes: “I want to believe the path you threw out for consideration in Andy’s office—that
there’s no way he gets elected but
I’m afraid we can’t take that risk.”
Strzok writes back, “It’s like an insurance policy in the unlikely event
you die before you’re 40.”
At the time of these text messages, Strzok was Comey’s lead case
agent on both the Clinton email case
and the unprecedented Trump/
The Immediate Big News
Russia investigation. The latter
By any account, the revelations
counterintelligence
investigation
which came out this week concernwas opened in July 2016, based on a
ing FBI Agent Peter Strzok, his misdirty dossier written by British MI6
tress FBI Attorney Lisa Page, and the
agent Christopher Steele and circuOhr family—he high up in the U.S.
lated in the United States by his busiDepartment of Justice, she a former
ness partner, Fusion GPS. Both
CIA agent working for Fusion
Strzok and Page worked under
GPS—would be big news. On Dec.
“Andy” or Andrew McCabe, the
Peter Strzok
2, the day after former National SeDeputy Director of the FBI.
curity Advisor Michael Flynn pled guilty to lying to the
McCabe had his own Clinton-bias problem: His
FBI, both the Washington Post and the New York Times
wife Jill ran for the Virginia State Senate, and her major
received leaks to the effect that Peter Strzok, the FBI
donors were top Hillary Clinton presidential campaign
case agent for the Russia investigation of the Trump
bundlers who joined the Clinton family’s former chief
Campaign and the Trump transition, had been removed
fundraiser, Virginia Governor Terry McAuliffe, to supfrom Robert Mueller’s investigative team in July 2017,
port her campaign. McCabe participated in both the
due to obvious political bias. According to the leaks, evmoney meeting and his wife’s campaign, in probable
idence of Strzok’s anti-Trump bias was found by the
violation of the Hatch Act. It is probable that the invesJustice Department Inspector General in text messages
tigation and leaking of Christopher Steele’s dirty dosexchanged between Strzok and Lisa Page, both memsier against Donald Trump is the “insurance policy”
bers of Robert Mueller’s prosecutorial team.
being discussed in these texts.
The text messages between Strzok and Page had
It was Strzok who interviewed Michael Flynn at the
been divulged to Robert Mueller and Deputy Attorney
White House in January 2017 after Andrew McCabe set
General Rod Rosenstein in July. On the evening of Dec.
Flynn up, by only telling him that the FBI needed to talk
12, a small sampling of the texts was released to the
to him about some intelligence matter, and never warnnews media by the Department of Justice. And boy,
ing him that it was a full-scale criminal interview in
these texts are something else! On Aug. 6, 2016, Page
which Flynn was the target. Ambushed, Flynn sat down
informs Strzok that it is his duty to protect the country
with Strzok without a lawyer. Strzok had the full Nafrom that “menace,” meaning Donald Trump. She links
tional Security Agency (NSA) transcripts of Flynn’s
her message to a David Brooks article in the New York
conversations with Russian Ambassador Sergey Kislyak
Times, which counsels, “if you’re not in revolt you’re in
to guide his questions. Flynn struggled to remember the
cahoots. When this period and your name are mendetails of telephone conversations which had occurred
tioned, decades hence, your grandkids will look away
while he was on a family vacation. Flynn apparently
in shame.” On Aug. 26, 2016, Strzok tells Page he has
flunked the memory test. Even James Comey did not
visited a Walmart in southern Virginia and, “I could
think, however, that Flynn intentionally lied. He told the
smell the Trump support . . . it’s scary down there.” The
House Intelligence Committee on March 4, 2017, that
most significant text released concerns an apparent
Flynn had simply forgotten things. It is in the nature of
meeting among Strzok, Page, and other senior FBI ofour Torquemada, Robert Mueller, that the exculpatory
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information about the
bias of the FBI agent
who interviewed Flynn,
and the circumstances of
that interview, were kept
from public view until
after Mueller secured
Michael Flynn’s scalp
and ruined his life.
Strzok most certainly
met Christopher Steele,
Xinhua
Xinhua/Michael Teweldi
China’s development drive in Africa, which will greatly expand with its Belt and
and, in all probability,
played a major role in writing the Road Initiative, is creating an unprecedented optimism there. Three of China’s
projects are shown here. Top left, Chinese-built passenger rail in Addis Ababa,
dubious and fact-free January U.S. Ethiopia; top right, construction site in Awassa, Ethiopia; below, a hydro-electric
intelligence community “assess- power station in Cote d’Ivoire.
ment” that the Russians hacked the
DNC and John Podesta, and otherwise meddled in the U.S. election
to the benefit of Donald Trump.
Strzok was considered to be the
FBI’s leading expert on Russia.
As this was unfolding, the Department of Justice confirmed that
Deputy Associate Attorney General Bruce Ohr had been demoted
because of unauthorized contacts
with Christopher Steele and Glenn
Simpson of Fusion GPS. Ohr’s
wife, Nellie Ohr, it turns out, was
Xinhua
hired by Fusion GPS to gather
dirt on Donald Trump. Nellie Ohr, Bruce Ohr, Lisa
The President’s supporters now finally smell blood
Page, Peter Strzok, Christopher Steele, and Glenn
in their efforts to defeat the coup attempt. Actually deSimpson of Fusion GPS have all been closely associfeating it, however, requires an appropriate counterinated in joint Anglo-American intelligence efforts allegtelligence focus.
edly directed at investigating organized crime, corrupLyndon LaRouche uses the principle of the transfition, and money-laundering in the former East Bloc, an
nite to define strategic reality. What are the defining prinassociation shared with Andrew McCabe. It is an enterciples of the present strategic situation? What are the
prise wholly penetrated and controlled by British intelactual forces which are moving history as new ideas
ligence.
come into physical being? What are the transformative
Separate from this drama, Freedom Works, a Washeffects of those ideas? LaRouche specifies that China’s
ington, D.C.-based advocacy group, announced that it
initiative, in alliance with Russia and 110 other nations,
had obtained an email under the Freedom of Informato develop Eurasia and large swaths of the presently untion Act, in which Mueller’s chief prosecutorial bullderdeveloped world on a completely new physical-ecodog, Andrew Weissmann, expressed his awe and adminomic platform, with focused intentions to explore and
ration for Deputy Attorney General Sally Yates for
develop space, has fundamentally transformed all human
telling the entire Justice Department to “stand down”
relationships, including all strategic relationships.
and not argue for enforcement of the President’s travel
Africa, for the first time in recent history, is seeing
order, restricting travel to the United States from ceractual physical economic development as a result—a
tain countries. Clearly, the “resistance movement” perplatform of connected transportation, new cities, new
meates the present ranks of the Department of Justice.
manufacturing plants, and new dams and waterways.
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Building housing the MI6 headquarters in London.
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Aerial view of the GCHQ in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire.

Similar efforts are underway throughout the formerly
colonial world. The elimination of poverty is posed for
the first time as a realistic target with a due date. With
development comes hope, optimism, and creativity.
Meanwhile, the West continues to wallow in the old
decadent post-industrial paradigm where a very small
percentage of the population gets rich, science and technology stagnate, and regimes with “no future” are sustained by instant gratifications, whether they be in tribal
identity political wars, mind-numbing popular entertainments, pornography, or drugs. The West has absolutely nothing similar to the optimism of China’s Initiative, to offer its citizens. It can only maintain power by
surveillance, mass-media brainwashing which sets the
terms of popular debate, and, if it comes to it, force.
Defeating the coup attempt means situating it within
6 The Presidency and the Future of Mankind

this framework. If you can’t understand why
the British and their friends in the Obama Administration set out to first defeat and then
regime-change Donald Trump, you won’t be
able to locate and prosecute the actual leaders
of the insurrection. You’ll get lost in the whirlwind of details and particulars, blinding you
to the larger picture. The British intervention
into the U.S. election, led by Christopher
Steele, MI6, and General Communications
Headquarters (GCHQ), and beginning in
2015, was caused by Trump’s stubborn and
righteous refusal to continue the deluded wardrive launched by the British and Barack
Obama in response to China’s great One Belt
One Road (OBOR) infrastructure development proposals. OBOR was viewed,
falsely, as an existential threat to their
continued world dominance. That war
drive itself began in 2013-2014 with the
Obama Administration’s coup d’état in
Ukraine. It is no accident that key actors
in the present coup attempt played a significant role in Ukraine, and that key
themes employed there, including alleged Russian mastery of mind-bending
propaganda, have also played a major
role in the ongoing criminal coup attempt
against Trump.
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Russia! Russia! Russia!

Robert Mueller’s investigative mandate, set forth in a May 17, 2017 letter
from Acting Attorney General Rod Rosenstein, specifies that Mueller is supposed to be investigating the
claim that the Trump campaign “colluded” with Putin,
the GRU, and the successors to the KGB to defeat Hillary Clinton. There is absolutely no legal authority, under
the Special Counsel regulations, for a Special Counsel
to conduct such an ill-defined counterintelligence investigation. Under the regulations, Special Counsels are
only supposed to investigate specifically defined federal
crimes, in situations where the Department of Justice
has a conflict of interest. If the primary predicate for the
FBI’s Russia investigation, the Steele dossier, is bogus,
then Mueller’s already shaky legal authority to investigate is bogus. Hence the recent frantic attempt to put
lipstick on a pig, resurrect Christopher Steele’s credibility, and repackage the “red menace.” One big step in this
EIR December 22, 2017

massively funded PR effort is a new
book just out about Christopher Steele.
Another is the bizarre intervention by
Obama’s intelligence chiefs, in the
bogus lawsuit (Case No. 1:17-cv-1370ESH) brought by Obama’s lawyers
against the Trump Campaign and Roger
Stone, now pending in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia.
The sensational, trashy allegations
of the Steele dossier have been under
investigation for months. No one has
yet been able to prove them. Even the
fake news media found them incredible when they were leaked during the
campaign. Even Steele himself does
not stand by their veracity, noting that
they constitute raw, unverified intelligence from his
former MI6 assets, often in third- and fourth-hand reports. Steele’s sources are a network of compromised
Russians, Ukrainians, and others who are totally dependent for their continued existence on making a good
impression on MI6. We now know that Hillary Clinton
and the Democratic National Committee paid for
Steele’s dossier on Trump and systematically leaked it
to journalists to defeat then candidate Trump. Some of
the journalists appear to have been paid for this service.
It also seems clear that James Comey and senior
leadership at the FBI, including Strzok, McCabe, et al.,
dressed up allegations produced by Steele, paid for by
Hillary Clinton, the DNC—and, in all probability, by
MI6 and the FBI—into more consequential legalese,
and peddled them to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) court and other surveillance authorities as part of an unprecedented counterintelligence operation against Donald Trump’s presidential campaign.
An FBI counterintelligence investigation is always
aimed at “neutralization” of a target. It uses classified
and otherwise illegal tactics. In this case, the Steele
dossier was the pretext to employ these methods against
a U.S. presidential candidate, an unprecedented abuse
of the FBI’s powers.
The public side of the campaign to redeem Steele
centers on a book about him by MI6-connected “journalist” Luke Harding. Harding’s book, Collusion: How
Russia Helped Trump Win the White House, has been the
subject of documentaries by Rachel Maddow on MSNBC
and puff pieces in all the main-stream news media. It
presents Steele as a recognized authority on Russia who
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is viewed with gravitas by every major
intelligence agency in the world, despite
the fact that he completely flopped in his
initial appearance before a discerning
American public. Despite its intention,
the book provides major clues about the
British coup attempt against Trump, if
the reader is operating from the right
strategic dimension.
According to Harding, Christopher
Steele played an instrumental role in
the British/Barack Obama directed
2013-2014 coup d’état in Ukraine,
drafting over a hundred intelligence
memos for Victoria Nuland at the State
Department and Secretary of State
John Kerry. Nuland was the U.S. case
officer for the Ukraine coup. According to Harding,
Steele used the same sources for his Ukraine memos as
he used for the Trump dirty dossier.
Harding also identifies the longstanding business ties
between Christopher Steele and Glenn Simpson’s Fusion
GPS, the United States Department of Justice, and the
FBI. Fusion GPS’s lucrative business relationship with
Steele consists of developing trash for pay—opposition
research for different oligarch clients in Russia and the
former East Bloc who perpetually war with one another.
It is the perfect cover for British and American intelligence penetration of the entire area. Steele’s longstanding FBI contacts, according to Harding, are primarily in
the Eurasian Organized Crime Strike Force, an organization long associated with FBI Deputy Director Andrew
McCabe and supervised by Bruce Ohr.

The Ukraine Connection

Most of the claptrap sold to the American public
about Russian propaganda and hybrid-warfare efforts
originated with the coup in Ukraine. According to this
fake narrative and the absurd “assessment” of the U.S.
intelligence community, the Russians are super-good
propagandists, with the mastermind, Vladimir Putin,
fine-tuning the details daily. Putin is consistently portrayed as a cartoon-like villain from a James Bond
novel in these vignettes—think Bond-supervillain
Ernst Stavro Blofeld. Russian-connected television
channels and publications with small audiences, such
as RT and Sputnik, are claimed to punch orders of magnitude above their weight, according to this British intelligence-originated narrative, exerting a huge and deThe Presidency and the Future of Mankind
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Examples of the media effort to villify Russian President Putin as an evil schemer.

monic influence. Somehow Putin has found a magic
formula to infect the American mind and spread the infection. The Russians, it is claimed, were able to use a
minuscule social media effort (when compared to the
2016 presidential campaigns and PACs) to somehow
make race, police violence, or similar issues, brandnew and hugely divisive concerns in the United States.
Politico Magazine on Nov. 15, 2017, recounted a telephone call between Hillary Clinton and Rick Stengel,
who, as head of the State Department’s Public Diplomacy
desk, was a propaganda chief in U.S. regime-change operations. The call took place on a Saturday morning in
2014, four weeks after Putin “annexed” Crimea and long
after Clinton had left office. Clinton heatedly complained
that the United States was losing the propaganda war to
Russia over Ukraine—that the State Department was
“issuing press releases” while Putin was “rewriting history.” Sharing Clinton’s view, the British and NATO set
up huge military and psychological warfare operations
to “neutralize” the Russian view and ensure it didn’t
reach American eyes and ears. A big part of this effort
was spreading the Ernst Stavro Blofeld black-hat image
of Putin throughout the world. A second feature, to
ensure high levels of funding for U.S. propaganda efforts, required portraying Russian news and propaganda
efforts as some sort of all-powerful monster apparat.
Prominently featured, since 2014, in ensuing Britishgenerated propaganda, is the so-called St. Petersburg Internet Research Agency. If Russian intelligence is so infinitely clever, why would they use the same photographed
building for hacking and social-media bot generation over
a three-year period after it had been exposed? The answer
should be obvious. They didn’t.
The Ukrainian-American, Alexandra Chalupa,
figures prominently in the fake DNC hacking story
and the case of former Trump campaign manager, Paul
8 The Presidency and the Future of Mankind

Manafort. Chalupa worked directly
with
Ukrainian intelligence to dig up dirt on Manafort, collaborated with
journalist Michael Isikoff in that effort, and was paid
$412,000 for this and similar “work.” Isikoff was also
shopped the Steele dossier by his long-time friend
Glenn Simpson of Fusion GPS. Mueller indicted
Manafort not for his “Russian” collusion but for his earlier activities on behalf of the loser in the U.S.-run
Ukrainian coup, Viktor Yanukovych. Lisa Page, Peter
Strzok’s extra-marital lover, is reported to have played
a key role in the FBI investigation of one of Manafort’s
business partners, Ukrainian oligarch Dmitry Firtash,
during the same period.
DNC “opposition researcher” Alexandra Chalupa, it
is claimed, discovered the hacking of the DNC by the
Russians when she began receiving strange security
warnings from Yahoo on her DNC computer while engaged in espionage against Trump and Manafort. The
individual called in to diagnose the alleged hack was
Dmitri Alperovitch, co-founder and chief technology
officers of CrowdStrike, a violently anti-Putin Russian
expat otherwise involved in the MI6/CIA end of antiRussian propaganda operations in Ukraine. As readers
of this publication know, the “hacking” of the DNC by
the Russians did not occur. This has been proven by the
studies of the Veteran Intelligence Professionals for
Sanity (VIPS) and articulated by William Binney, a
former NSA Technical Director. Alexandra Chalupa, her
sister Andrea Chalupa, and her mother Irene Chalupa, a
longstanding State Department propagandist, all participated heavily in the Ukraine coup itself, running an operation called “Digital Maidan,” which included sloganeering dear to the ears of the Neo-Nazi Alt Right sector
EIR December 22, 2017

which served as the coup’s
military wing. The Ukrainian
neo-Nazis have been British
and CIA assets since the end
of World War II.
Those Republicans chasing the “Uranium One”
phantom would be wise to
actually examine the leading contributors to the Clinton Foundation since Hillary left the State Department.
Courtesy Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
They are Ukraine, England, Director of National Intelligence James Clapper (center), FBI Director James Comey (left), and
and the Saudis, in that order, CIA Director John Brennan (right) at the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, Feb. 9, 2017.
with Ukrainian oligarch
Reds Under Every Bed
Victor Pinchuk playing the lead role.
It is a feature of what news aggregator Matt Drudge
As part of the Obama Administration’s hybrid warcalls the “Too Much Crazy” which dominates present
fare against Russia, the Justice Department’s organized
U.S. life, that what would, in former times, be taken as
and transnational crime units have played a significant
slapstick comedy, now assumes funereal tones of dead
role. These units and corresponding units in the FBI,
seriousness. Such is the case with the Obama intellisuch as the Eurasian Organized Crime Strike Force, are
gence community’s Dec. 8 intervention into the bogus
the very units now implicated in the coup operation
lawsuit filed against the Trump Campaign and Roger
against Trump. The DOJ’s legal-assassins-with-briefStone. It is a blatant demonstration of the political bias
cases have been deployed repeatedly, using corruption
of Obama’s intelligence chiefs, and their singular madcharges and associated media psywar campaigns, to
ness about Putin and Russia. Clearly, this was not limtake out political figures throughout the world who
ited to the FBI. The Amicus intervention and accompahave earned Anglo-American disfavor.
nying publicity is also another attempt to resurrect the
A good start to exposing the deeper foundations of
flagging “Russian meddling in the election” narrative
the coup attempt against Trump, then, consists of concentral to Robert Mueller’s investigative mandate.
tinuing to “peel the onion” on the Steele dossier and its
The lawsuit (Cockrum et al. v. Trump for President
use by Obama’s FBI, Justice Department, and intelli& Stone) claims that the Trump Campaign and Stone
gence chiefs. Congress is being stonewalled by Robert
collaborated with Russians and WikiLeaks to publish
Mueller and Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosenstein
(supposedly hacked) emails from the DNC, and that
on its questions concerning the Steele dossier, and this
three individuals named in the “hacked” material sufstonewall is presently the subject of a contempt of Confered damage because their personal information and
gress claim being prepared by the House Intelligence
emails were exposed to public view. As an example of
Committee, against Attorney General Sessions and Rod
the weakness of the case, one of the named plaintiffs,
Rosenstein. The President should consider ordering the
who had openly claimed he was gay to friends and colJustice Department to declassify the materials sought
leagues, claims that the WikiLeaks publication resulted
by Congress, explaining to the American people why
in his grandmother figuring out he was gay. The lawdoing so is a matter of national security. A second inyers bringing the lawsuit are associated with non-profit
vestigative track should involve a security review of
United to Protect Democracy, composed of former
those occupying the various Eurasian and Russian
White House and Obama Administration lawyers. The
desks in the State Department, Justice Department, and
group was formed, according to Politico, as a “worst
the rest of the intelligence community—during the
case scenario” group to tackle Trump. It is funded by
Obama years and presently—starting with those acGeorge Soros-linked groups, and proposes to conduct a
tively involved in the Ukraine coup. What has their role
civil legal war against the Trump Administration. In
been in the illegal leak campaign against Donald
their statements about this case, the Obama lawyers
Trump?
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have said that they intend to survive a
motion to dismiss and gain discovery
on their phony claims. Having read the
record in this case, it is clear to any legally informed observer that this lawsuit could not survive the present
motion to dismiss in any federal court
in the United States. Changing that
result appears to be the purpose of the
intervention by Obama’s intelligence
chiefs, who are attempting to coerce a
U.S. District Court Judge into creating
a plausible cause of action where there
is none, based on who they are, the
threat they represent, and a completely
fabricated and paranoid legend concerning the strength of Russian subversion operations.
Claiming not to take a position on
behalf of either party, the Amici (friends
of the court) write that they have intervened in this lawsuit to offer the Court
a “broad perspective on a specific question of national security that may bear
on the Court’s consideration of the
case—whether and how Russia uses
local actors inside a country to facilitate
disinformation campaigns. Active
Measures campaigns encompass a
range of activities that include written
and spoken disinformation, the spreading of conspiracy theories, efforts to
control the media, the use of forgeries,
political influence campaigns, the funding of extremist and opposition groups,
and cyberattacks.”
They then go on to detail a variety of
claimed Russian active measures operations dating back to the Reagan Administration, while failing to tell the Court
that the United States began a far better
funded and resourced Active Measures
campaign, directed from the White
House by the CIA’s Walter Raymond
Jr., against Russia at that time. Working
with Roy Godson, Herbert Romerstein,
and other persons associated with the
paranoid and mad James Jesus Angleton—whose British-inspired Russian
10 The Presidency and the Future of Mankind
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mole hunt devastated U.S. intelligence
capabilities for a generation—Raymond’s operation aimed to destroy
anyone in the way of U.S. geopolitical
goals. Lyndon LaRouche was a principal target of this operation.
The Amici rant on: “Throughout, a
hallmark of Russian active measures
has been its reliance on intermediaries
or ‘cut outs’ inside a country to facilitate active measure campaigns. Those
actors include political organizers and
activists, academics, journalists, web
operators, shell companies, nationalists
and militant groups, and prominent
pro-Russia businessmen. They range
from the unwitting accomplice who is
manipulated to act in what he believes
is his best interest, to the ideological or
economic ally who broadly shares Russian interests, to the knowing agent of
influence. The use of these intermediaries is designed to amplify the scope and
reach of Russian influence while hiding
their involvement.” So here’s the actual
message of the Amicus Brief and
Obama’s mad intelligence chiefs: There
are reds under every bed, folks, and you
just don’t appreciate it, but we do. The
evidence, as always, is classified. Even
if no one can prove that the Russians
intervened in the U.S. election or that
Stone and the Trump campaign had
anything to do with WikiLeaks’ publications, a U.S. District Court should seriously entertain the idea that the campaign and Stone were Russian cutouts
because we say so, and we want this
bogus lawsuit to continue. The cost in
legal fees alone is a great vengeance
against those who refuse to war against
Russia. The 14 former Obama intelligence figures signing the brief are led
by John Brennan, James Clapper, William J. Burns, Michael V. Hayden, Michael McFaul, and Michael Morell. If I
were the judge, I would order up an immediate psychological evaluation of
each and every signator.
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